
NEWSLETTER – OCTOBER 2014 

Message from the Chairman.

Following my stint as a trader at our last swap meet where I displayed my electronic modules and demo

track I have been asked by several members to give a talk and demo of the electronic gadgets and methods

that can be used on a model railway layout. I have discussed this with others and to make the day more

interesting  I  invite  others  to  come  and  demonstrate  their  skills  with  model  railway enhancements  and

improvements.

So far :- 

Ralph Davey has offered to talk and demonstrate airbrushing and weathering of trains and buildings etc, he

did the EMRIG train carriages

Glynn Chamberlain knows how to make trees and is prepared to show us how.

Myself on the application of electronics to model railways,  control  of  points, LEDS, CDU, Signals,  panel
indications, etc

So do we have any other ideas and suggestions?. Please contact me to discuss ideas. 

Our swap meets have proved to be very popular so I have booked several days next year for EMRIG swap

meets at Northmead Mall. These days are listed in the club diary. I am also investigating the possibility of

having a swap meet on the 20th December. Details will be circulated in due course. 

So, enjoy your model railways.

Layout Visit. - Contribution by Glynn

On the 28th September, 15  members of the club got together to travel to Graham Guthrie's home to look at 

his model railroad.

To say Graham's layout is amazing is an understatement. As each member walked in, there was a stunned 

silence as each of them took in what they saw. A complete, beautifully built and scenicked layout, in a room 

built for the purpose, that he only started in 2006!

Graham's railway is a Marklin setup with all the bells and whistles, figuratively speaking and actually 

speaking. The layout is fully signalled as well as automated. A computer running "Railroad and Company" 

software dispatches the trains and controls them at every stage of the run over the layout. There are two 

computer screens detailing the layout. On the one screen, a graphical representation of the routes together 

with indications of where the trains are and what they are doing, and on the second screen are graphical 

representations showing the throttles for each locomotive set. To watch the trains operating on their own 

was certainly an amazing sight.



Panoramic view of Grahams fine Marklin Layout. 

Then there was all the scenery and scenes! They cannot all be described in full detail here, however. There 

was a helicopter complete with rotors spinning and sound, a group camping, with one of them actually 

chopping wood, folk ice skating around an ice rink, a running water fountain. The list just goes on.

Lastly, Graham's better half outdid herself serving excellent snacks and drinks which the team devoured in 

short order. All in all, the entire group had one hell of an excellent day, not to be forgotten in a long time.

One of the stations located on the layout. 

To see an amazing video of the layout as well as many more photos, go to the EMRIG website at 

www.emrig.co.za. You will not regret having a look.



Club News.

The big news of the club this week is the preparations being taken for our trip to Randburg this weekend for
the Great Model Train Show. 

A few members got together on Saturday and Sunday morning to dismantle the two exhibition layouts and

get them ready for the show. The trolley for the HO end modules was manufactured and should prove to be

an invaluable asset.  Any member who can join us next  weekend to help with the move will  be gladly

welcomed. 

The adaptor module for the N Gauge layout was put into its position on Saturday morning and Ron's wall

layout is finally being connected. After the show, work will continue with a tunnel being bored through the

mountain ( drywall pillar ) to reach the other side. By the end of this month, the entire layout should be

complete. 

A big “Thank You” must go out to Kobus Pelser for taking it upon himself to tidy up the club premises. He

started on Saturday by packing all the excess modules, parts, etc neatly against the one wall then spent the

rest  of  the  day  cleaning  the  club  with  the  vacuum cleaner.  The  difference  that  his  effort  made  was

astounding. 

One Saturday a month should be set aside where as many of us as possible can meet at the club and clean. 

Club Diary.

This weekend we will be taking part in the Great Model Train show at Randburg High School. Refer to the

clubs website for further details. 

Colin has booked the following dates for next years swap meets, all being on the Saturday.

January 31st,  May 30th, August 29th and December 12th

Layout Visits

There will be no further layout visits this year. Colin however has suggested the following activities for the
club. 

This month on the Saturday 26th  we will be meeting at the club for a series of clinics as detailed in Colin's

message above. 

During November there is a proposed visit to the Transnet works at Koedoespoort. This will be on a Saturday
morning. Confirmation and further details will be communicated by Colin at a later date. 

Layout visits being planned for next year will include the one in January to Colin and to Glynn Chamberlain's

N scale layout in February. 

Don't forget... Keep the clubs web address bookmarked. 

www.emrig.co.za

….............
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